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About the Book

Can faith build a bridge between their dreams?

For two years, Allan and Michele have been trying to have a baby. The emotional ride has been taking a toll on their 

hearts --- and their relationship. Michele is obsessed with researching fertility treatments while Allan seems content to 

spend his time --- and their money --- on supporting displaced children in Africa. Something?s got to give. But they both 

hope it?s not their marriage.

Still, God has a plan for Allan and Michele that they could never have imagined. And all it takes to set it in motion is a 

change of heart?

Discussion Guide

1. Which of the characters in THE DESIRE could you most easily relate to and why?

2. In one conversation between Allan and Michele, we learn that a surprisingly large percentage of couples struggle with 

infertility. Have you ever experienced this or know anyone who has?

3. Would you agree with Michele that many churches could do a better job caring for the challenges of couples 

struggling with infertility? That many churches focus on family life so strongly but often don?t consider the problems of 

couples who can?t have children naturally?

4. What kinds of things could churches do to better care for and support couples struggling to have children?

5. One of the issues covered in the book is the choices young, unwed mothers face in a crisis pregnancy (adoption or 
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becoming a single parent). We know how Christina faced this decision. Do you have any thoughts about this issue, or 

about the choice Christina made?

6. Were you aware of how expensive it is for young couples to adopt a baby, whether foreign or domestic? Why do you 

think the costs are so high? Do you know anyone who has adopted a child? Have you ever thought about doing 

something like this?

7. Have you ever heard of Korah or the plight of the orphans in places like Ethiopia? Can you understand Allan?s desire 

to devote so much time and energy to help them? Do you think Michele was being selfish by asking him to focus more 

on their family than on the situation in Korah?

8. What were some of your favorite moments in the book and why?

9. What are some of the challenges you think Christina will face in the days ahead? Where do you think the story will go 

from here? What kinds of challenges will the Anderson family face next?

Author Bio

Dan Walsh is the bestselling author of many books, including THE DANCE and THE PROMISE with Gary Smalley, 

THE DISCOVERY and WHAT FOLLOWS AFTER. He has won three Carol Awards, and three of his novels were 

finalists for RT Book Reviews Inspirational Book of the Year. A member of American Christian Fiction Writers, Dan 

served as a pastor for 25 years. He lives with his wife in the Daytona Beach area, where he?s busy researching and 

writing his next novel.

Critical Praise

?Readers will definitely come away satisfied.?
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